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THE PAST - What HONG KONG was

An open market offering a wide range of legitimate (genuine) products at competitive prices made
available through a balance of local distributors and parallel importers.

A continuing fight against pirate traders and illegitimate products enlisting powerful existing laws
and improved legislation to control ‘copy’ products.

THE PROMISE - What it was to be

The same wide range of legitimate (genuine) products offered at reasonable prices, made available
through the co-operation of rights owners, local distributors, licence holders and retailers and
spelling the end of piracy.

“They [the licence holders] are the bridge between the rights owners and the public and have a
responsibility to fulfil their obligation as such, that is, to bring the product to the attention of the
widest public and then to supply the products where there is demand.”

Hon Mrs Selina CHOW LIANG Shuk-yee, JP, Legislative Council - 24 June 1997

THE PRESENT - What HONG KONG is

A strangled market for genuine copyright products with artificially high prices, limited choice,
outdated products, lower quality and piracy a big winner at least in part due to lack of available
genuine products.

WHO LOSES?

The consumers, the retailers, the Hong Kong economy and our international standing as a free port.
Price fixing and monopoly control in the hands of a few directly hurts the economic interests of
many.

WHO PROFITS?

(1)Foreign copyright owners and their distributors
(2)Our regional competitors
(3)The ‘pirates’ and their distributors

WHO WANTED THE NEW LAWS?

(1)Foreign copyright owners and their distributors (to maximise their international market control)
(2)Our regional competitors
(3)Hong Kong Movie and Sound Studios (to protect them from their own low cost licensees in other

Asian Countries who could then export cheap “genuine products” to Hong Kong)
(4)The ‘pirates’

WHO DIDN’T WANT THE NEW LAWS?

(1)Consumers
(2)Law Reform Commission
(3)The Government (at first)
(4)Retailers
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REVIEW ON FREEDOM OF IMPORTS TO HONG KONG

1. The current regulations outlawing parallel importing give foreign holders of foreign
copyright an effective monopoly over the import of sound recordings, movies, software and
books into Hong Kong. These foreign multinationals are using their muscle to keep out
legitimate products in order to inflate their profit margins along with those of their exclusive
licensees (sometimes owned by themselves). They are using the restrictions to exclude
competitive imports and keep prices for products artificially high in Hong Kong, much as
used to be the case in the New Zealand market:

“A small market such as New Zealand [or Hong Kong] can be easily exploited by a
restricted line of supply. The result is excessive margins-and excess price for the
customers” (See Annexure I)

2. The law evolved from a stated/claimed desire to stamp out piracy (by controls at point of
import) but in effect it has only served to fuel the flames. Regulation of parallel imports has
meant special niche titles in videos and sound recordings are now impossible for retailers to
source. Supply of product through the licensees is slower and more expensive, imported
book and magazine prices are inflated.

3. Assuming products are even available retailers first experience endless difficulties
identifying the local distributor for each product they require causing further delays to the
ordering process. Retailers correctly fear (and now see) that consumers fed up with waiting
for products to appear on the shelves and the expense of purchasing what is available, turn to
pirate products where easily available as an attractive alternative. (See Annexure A). This is
perhaps made more obvious by a lack of general consumer spending making cheap product
alternatives attractive.

4. Regulation of parallel imports has a less detrimental effect in large markets like the US and
Canada because copyright holders retain the market incentive to make their products
available. In a small city like Hong Kong it is not always worthwhile for distributors to make
products available. Where consumers are unable to rent overseas movies from their local
video shop for up to two years after the overseas release date is it any wonder they are taking
advantage of their ability to buy the latest US release VCDs from pirate traders all over in
Hong Kong for $HK20 a film?

5. Logic says if you reduce the choice of CDs and videos in Hong Kong and raise prices piracy
will boom. Pirate traders even allow the VCDs to be returned and exchanged or refunded
within 7 days.

6. Genuine CDs are currently available to anyone with access to the Internet for lower prices
than in the stores. The Director of Intellectual Property; Mr Stephen Selby has said
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“If they [distributors] start hiking prices... they would find the public would take
their business elsewhere.” (See Annexure B)

The pirate traders and overseas suppliers are showing him where and it is of no benefit to
Hong Kong. (See Annexure C and D)

“But I worry that our preoccupation with parallel import has somewhat overtaken the
very important attention we must pay to pirated goods, which remains a headache to
Hong Kong, especially in the context of our role in world trade.”

Hon Mrs Selina CHOW LIANG Shuk-yee, JP, Legislative Council - 24 June 1997

7. With the exception of the foreign copyright owner and distributor everyone is losing; the
consumers, the retailers and the HK economy. For tourists visiting the region the selection of
CDs videos, books and magazines available is poor compared with the range available to
them elsewhere and if the choice is there the prices are higher (Surveys will confirm this).

8. The natural response is to spend money elsewhere. The number of tourists visiting Hong
Kong is decreasing and any law resulting in a reduction to the choice of goods available let
alone inflating their price adversely effects our economy and causes jobs to be lost.

9. As was submitted to Legco prior to the passing of the Act: these are not simply issues of
copyright law; they are of high economic, political and livelihood importance.

10. The ban on parallel imports ignores the trend in Asia towards deregulation and open trading
and Hong Kong is now at a disadvantage against its competitors.

11. In 1994 the Consumers Association of Singapore supported the removal of remaining
restrictions on parallel imports. The Association relied on a case study entitled: “The
Economic and Legal Impacts of Parallel Imports in Singapore.” The Association accepted
that it was in the National interest to encourage parallel imports (this also appears to be the
position a China). It recognised that Singapore would lose its reputation as a shopper’s
paradise if parallel imports were banned. Singapore importers are free to purchase goods
from the cheapest commercially licensed source anywhere in the world and in doing so
benefit the Singapore consumer and tourist visitor. Why are the needs of Hong Kong
consumers being ignored?

12. International Federation of Phonographic Industry figures show the total number of units
(mostly CDs) sold in Singapore rose from 7.2 million in 1994 to 7.6 million in 1995
following deregulation. CDs have become cheaper and piracy, once a major
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problem, is now a minor one. If the 8 million annual tourists to Hong Kong bought one CD
each, the result would be an additional $800 million in retail sales alone.

13. Hong Kong should follow the lead set by the European Community, The Peoples’ Republic
of China and most of Asia in allowing unrestricted importation of parallel imports. These
countries have recognised that if legitimate goods can be brought more cheaply overseas
then there should be no barrier to their import.

14. Europe

In Europe the scope for restricting parallel imports is limited by the European Union Treaty.
Parallel imports are only restricted when they originate from non-European Union member
states. Once legitimate copies of copyright works are put on the market anywhere within the
European Union the free movement of goods is allowed. This permits parallel importing of
goods from one EU country to another without restriction and promotes a common market.
In the UK an exclusive licensee cannot stop the parallel import into the country of goods
placed on the market in any other country within the European community; anyone can
compete for the business of 250 million consumers. Parallel imports are estimated to account
for approximately 0.5% of total sales in the European community and the total value of
parallel imported goods in the UK is approximately 0.1% of the GNP.

15. The UK

Hong Kong has apparently rushed through legislation and tried to at least in part copy the
UK position on parallel imports but has overlooked at least two important aspects of the UK
situation.

(i) The protection afforded to free trade by the European Union Treaty, and
(ii) The Monopolies and Mergers Commission which exists to prevent the abuse

of dominant market positions and ensure consumer interests are protected.

All Western countries have laws to prevent such commercial abuse. Hong Kong has no such
safeguards in place thus neglecting public interest and giving primacy to business interests
alone. Market manipulation is now almost encouraged and no law exists stop it.

16. Japan

The Japanese government has constantly encouraged parallel importing. In 1972 the Fair
Trade Commission declared that hindering parallel importing was an unfair business
practice. In 1987 the Commission stipulated that distributors could not withhold “service” to
Japan’s “back door” imported goods. The Hong Kong Government is encouraging Japanese
TV/Video makers to sell in Hong Kong to reduce piracy
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17. Malaysia

A 1990 Amendment Act allows parallel of copyright works in Malaysia.

18. Australia

Instead of barring parallel imports the Australian government has adopted a policy which has
tried to balance the interests of distributors, consumers and parallel importers. It has changed
its policy towards the import of books; making it more flexible and favourable towards
parallel importing. In July 1998 it lifted regulations on parallel imports of sound recordings
and packaging.

The sound recording market was singled out after the Australian Price Surveillance
Authority (a consumer watchdog) reported that sound recordings were more expensive in
Australia than in other countries.

19. The USA

The US position on parallel imports is based on their role as true net exporters to the rest of
the world. To protect their interests overseas they must condemn parallel importing. Hong
Kong however should take the opposite stance. As a net importing region it should be
promoting parallel importing. It should be noted that even in the US the Supreme Court
recently had to allow exported goods from the US to be parallel imported back into the
country.

20. New Zealand

In 1997 the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research (NZIER) was contracted to
economically analyse the issue of parallel importing. Their report supported the deregulation
of copyright parallel importing and the New Zealand legislators responded by removing the
prohibition on parallel imports.

The New Zealand government officially noted a trend internationally favouring parallel
imports. It stated access to products via the Internet facilitated the circumnavigation of the
parallel import regulations and supported the trend. It made the observation that most Asian
economies, including Japan, did not have parallel import restrictions. It recognised that
Australia was decreasing its parallel import restrictions.

The government considered deregulation would benefit both consumers and businesses. The
benefits to consumers would be lower prices, improved services and greater choice in
products. (See Annexure E) In turn costs to businesses would be reduced and they would
become more internationally competitive.

21. Hong Kong
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The HK government has mistakenly been influenced by a perceived need to implement
parallel import laws in conformity with Western countries with which it trades. However any
comparison with Western countries is misguided and superficial, (See Annexure F) the
trend is going the opposite way.

22. Western countries are changing their stance on parallel imports and where parallel import
regulations remain they are watered down by laws and treaties designed to keep them in
check and benefit consumers. The people of Hong Kong have been given no such protection.
The Consumer Council can’t control business conduct at this level.

23. The Hong Kong government’s position on parallel imports ignores the world wide trend of
allowing parallel imports and puts Hong Kong at a disadvantage against its competitors for
consumer and tourist dollars. As a freeport_Hong Kong should be promoting freetrade and
parallel import restrictions create an artificial barrier to free trade. Local economic and trade
conditions demand deregulation of parallel imports.

24. Any increase in choice of products available to the consumer will stimulate the stalled local
economy. Restrictions should be lifted and the focus shifted to fight flourishing copyright
piracy. Allowing parallel imports significantly decreases consumer temptation to obtain
pirate copies of copyright works.

25. At recent talks with officials from Beijing and Hong Kong in the SAR, US Assistant Trade
Representative Joe Papovich puzzled:

”Hong Kong has put in place some of the most modern copyright laws anywhere in
the world...yet the prevalence of pirate products is higher than any other place in the
world.” (See Annexure G)

(Have our new laws brought this about?)

26. If legitimate goods are available at competitive prices the temptation to buy pirate copies is
diminished if not almost totally removed. The emphasis is in the wrong place. We should be
increasing the power to prevent the manufacture, import and sale of pirate works in Hong
Kong and decreasing regulations on parallel imports, ensuring a wide range of legitimate
copyright works available at competitive prices.

27. Historically there were only two valid reasons to restrict parallel imports:

(1) to protect local manufacture (mainly the film/music and TV industry), and
(2) to allow the copyright owner to maximise commercialisation of his work.

If a copyright owner wants to regulate the marketing of his product he can do so by making
use of his contractual rights. Parallel import restrictions are superfluous to those rights. It has
been argued distributors invest money in the marketing of
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products but that is not justification for the restriction of competition. Copyright owners still
benefit from deregulated parallel importing as goods must still be purchased from them.
Increased competition between authorised licensees and parallel importers benefit the
manufacturer because more goods are sold at more competitive prices. Increased competition
in turn benefits the local Hong Kong economy through better market efficiency and creates
employment.

28. The truth is copyright owners and their exclusive licensees are using the restrictions (law) to
exclude competitive imports and keep local prices artificially high. Local suppliers are
usually the sole source for a product and therefore dictate if and when a product will be
available to the market and at what price. It is well within the capability of multinational
companies to centralise and standardise global pricing structures to coordinate international
prices should they wish to do so. These companies are taking advantage of the law to simply
inflate their profit margins at the cost of the Hong Kong public: the price of a CD rose $8.00
within days of the law being introduced.

29. Three months after the law was introduced retailer HMV reported a sales loss of 20-30% in
magazines and books. A spokesperson for the store said they were forced to tell customers
not to even bother requesting imported materials not already on the shelves. The time it took
to locate the copyright owner, check if there was a local distributor, get permission to
parallel import, and then bring in the product made the practice unfeasible. Where the
product could be sourced from a local distributor it cost 20% more than before. Local
distributors now charged more than the cost of the Hong Kong public parallel importing!
(See Annexure H)

30. With a monopoly on the market local CD and video distributors are benefiting from
spending less money on product duplication. Hong Kong has even become a dumping
ground for poor quality CDs and videos. Regulation of parallel importing is forcing retailers
to accept lower quality products. A good quality DVD parallel import from Canada costs 10-
40% less (depending on the title) than the local DVD offered in Hong Kong but retailers and
consumers must accept the local version which can be of inferior quality.

31. The legislation has bred a further threat to the video rental businesses. Distributors combined
together via one ‘agent’ to further bleed rental businesses of their profits. They have 300
businesses requiring supply of their products and are now using their power to dictate
unconscienable terms. They are imposinging a revenue sharing scheme on the businesses
they supply whereby the owner must install a computer on his business premises and send
his rental records by modern daily to the Group. The business is provided with products at a
reduced price but must pay the Group $8 each time each product is rented out or 50% of the
rental price; whichever is higher. (See “Smells like a Cartel”; Annexure H)
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The owners of businesses are being forced to implement the scheme at the cost of their
profits as there is no lawful alternative. The system now mandates a price for video rental in
Hong Kong reducing price competition.

32. On the 7th of April 1997 Mr Jeffrey Hardee; Vice President of the Motion Picture
Association; Asia Pacific Region, made a submission to the Bills Committee on the
Copyright Bill. He claimed the arguments of parties supporting deregulation of parallel
imports were farfetched. He said it was in the distributors interests to release titles and if
they were not to be distributed the copyright owner would have no objection to parallel
imports of their products.

He argued protection against parallel imports could not adversely effect consumer choice.

He stated that MPA member companies were forbidden from colluding on pricing by US
anti trust laws. He later admitted that US anti trust laws did not apply in Hong Kong but said
that it was MPA policy not to discuss pricing among MPA member companies. Members of
the MPA went on to represent to the Committee that it was their practise to co-operate with
retailers to ensure the availability of the full range of products to consumers.

33. At the meeting of the Bills Committee held on 30 May 1997 the Motion Picture Industry
Association Chief Executive Mr Woody Tsung explained to the Committee that the MPIA,
together with the MPA and the International Federation of Phonographic Industry,
represented more than 90% of film and sound recordings. They stated that their
comprehensive databases on exclusive licensees for their products would provide adequate
information in an easily accessible and up to date format to allow importers to make
reasonable inquiries to locate over 95% of works.

Mr Hardee confirmed it was the intention of the MPIA and the MPA to provide a referral
service to assist retailers in finding out whether there was an exclusive licensee in HK for a
particular title. He said that where there was no licensee retailers would be ble to parallel
import.

34. Twelve months after the legislation was enacted the practice of identifying distributors and
obtaining products is frustrating, time consuming and ultimately expensive for retailers and
consumers alike. No promised database exists.

For any business to run profitably it must have an up-to-date supply of products, in the
formats its customers require, at a reasonable cost. When the MPIA was approached by one
such business seeking the promised list of distributors of titles required to source its products
they responded with the following:

“For practical reasons the MPIA will not be able to send you the requested
information.”
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The Committee were assured that the MPIA would offer a comprehensive, up to date and
easily accessible database.

35. When the MPA are now requested, 12 months after the legislation came in, to supply
information concerning distributors they also require requests to be on a title by title basis
and take up to a fortnight to respond to a query.

If they do not represent the companies owning the titles required they will not identify the
distributors. In any business profits are made when the product are most attractive. This
period is the often the first month of release and if the distributors will not provide the
product within the requested time period or provide retailers with the valid release date
profits are lost.

Delay in identification of rights owners is another covert way to bar free and open product
access.

36. Without the pressure of parallel imports local movie distributors are now delaying theatrical
and video releases. This is giving pirates a larger window to sell their products before the
legitimate product is released; if ever.

The MPIA emphasized to the Committee that non-availability of films would not be a
problem. The MPIA claimed they always encouraged their members to respond favourably
to retailers’ requests for versions or formats of a title not already available from the licensees.
Mr Hardee told the Committee that MPA member companies were committed to supplying a
wide selection of videos in various formats and they too would be encouraged to respond
favourably to Hong Kong retailers’ requests for versions of videos not already available. He
said:

”This would include, for example, the US laser disc version of a film. When there is
no licensee retailers will be able to parallel import.”

Practical experience shows this was an empty promise and distributors are apparently now
totally outside the control of the MPIA or MPA.

This type of “format manipulation for profit” is exactly what was feared when the law was
being considered. Where free import exists no such market manipulation is possible (See
Annexure J).

37. When the Bill was debated retailers voiced massive concerns that distributors would adopt
the type of attitude shown. The MPIA and the MPA representatives said these concerns were
unfounded but have proven to be 100% on the side of the distributors and studios-not the
public. This is to be expected as it is indirectly the studios who are their paymasters
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38. HMV proposed a clause be included in the Bill listing the factors to which courts should
have regard in determining cases in which retailers claimed sourcing through local
distributors was unreasonable. Mr Hardee stated that such a clause was not necessary as the
MPA would not deny access to a product and was ready to help with the supply of formats
not available locally.

39. (i) Twelve months of history shows retailers’ and consumer groups’ fears as having
strong foundations. The people of Hong Kong are the only ones losing while foreign
multinationals laugh all the way to the bank.

(ii) Hong Kong is rapidly losing ground as the ‘real pirates’ jump in and profit from the
hole left in the supply chain which this legislation has now extended to many months
if not forever.

(iii) It is not known if any prosecutions have been mounted but as the refusal to
sell/import requested products grows another aspect of Hong Kong as a shoppers
paradise is lost forever.

“Post Script”

40. WHAT ABOUT REVENUE SHARING?

Where a distributor refuses to sell an item of copyright material (or delays sale date) but in
making it available sets a price per copy or a percentage of each rental transaction to be paid
over (based on minimum figures the distributor sets).

This is supply at an inflated price, market price fixing by default and a denial of a right to
buy copyright items at any cost or a need to pay an impossibly high purchase price. Our
legislation permits and encourages this activity at the threat of criminal sanction-a legislated
monopoly on copyright. This is perhaps the strongest argument to de-criminalise any activity
in relation to import of genuine products.

It permits maximum profit for what are often only revenue collection agents acting to collect
the most possible money for overseas rights holders.


















































